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You’ve got the write stuff. Happy CDI Week!
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Grateful for the good scribes around here. Happy CDI Week!
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Stay true to your shelf. Not all (CDI) books like you are created equal. Happy CDI Week!
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Readers like you do it by the book and we know that’s easier read than done. Happy CDI Week!
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Our team has all the bragging writes. Thank you for all your hard work. Happy CDI Week!

WRITING OUR NEXT CHAPTER
Are you liking the latest (code) book you’re reading? It has prose and cons. Happy CDI Week!

W R I T I N G O U R N E X T C H A P T E R
Book on the bright side...you make a big difference being on our team.

Happy CDI Week!
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A good (code) book
like you really
hits the plot.
Thank you for
being on our
team. Happy CDI
Week!
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